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Introduction

This document describes the changes made to release 4.5.17 of Sumac to create release 4.5.18.

Improved Personalization Features

We've made it easier to personalize Sumac for your organization.

Preferences Tab Cleanup

We've reorganized the Preferences area to make it easier to find what you're looking for and focus on
what you want to adjust.

New "Pronoun" field in Contacts' Basic Tab

We’ve added a new field to the Basic Tab in Contact records to let you record your contacts’ preferred
pronouns.
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Improved Automatic Renewals for Memberships

In our last release, we introduced a new feature that allows your members to request that their
memberships be renewed automatically after they expire. This is a great way to improve your
membership retention, and provide more convenience to your members.

In this release, we've improved the auto-renewal feature to make it easy for you to see which
memberships are eligible to renew automatically. For example, Sumac will check to make sure that
the payment type is appropriate to use for auto-renewal, the membership end date is in the future,
and the membership is not cancelled.

If any memberships aren't eligible to be renewed automatically, Sumac makes it easy for you to see why.
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Popular Features Expansion

We've made these popular features available in more areas of Sumac.

Send Email from Forms

In this release you will notice the Send Email function has been added in the Forms add-on.
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Mailing List Filtering

We have also provided improved filtering for mailing lists by adding the automatic filters to more areas
of Sumac, like Course Registrations and Memberships. Now you can filter out Deceased, Inactive,
Moved and any contacts who do not want to receive mailings whenever you are running mailings
from these areas!

“Show All” Added to all Search Boxes

We have added the "Show All" search type to all areas of Sumac.  This helpful search option has been
implemented in all areas of Sumac to improve consistency, and to provide you with the most
flexibility in retrieving your data. You will see the “Show All” Search Type has been added to :
Communications, Invoices, Payments, Reminders, Ledger Entries, Volunteer and Staff Tasks, Time
Dockets, Sales, and Course Registrations.
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Important Fixes

Silent Partner includes bug fixes and experience optimizations as a standard part of every Sumac release.
These minor changes are not normally documented in the release notes, but this release has some
fixes to issues that affected many users. We’ve included the “Important Fixes” section to highlight
those changes.

“Campaign of Last Donation” column correction

This release resolved an issue when displaying the "Campaign of Last Donation" column in Contacts. If
there is no campaign associated with the donor's last donation, the column will be left blank.
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Improved template selection for automatic confirmation emails

In previous releases, users struggled to select the correct confirmation email templates for donations
received via Sumac online donation pages. In this release, we added a dropdown menu for choosing
the confirmation email template in Preferences > Donations tab to make it easier to select the
correct template.

Option to cancel long running searches

When running a search that will find a large number of records in your database, Sumac may need to
take a very long time to complete the search and present you with the results. This was becoming
frustrating to users, as Sumac appeared to be frozen or stuck trying to finish searching.

In this release, we have added a new alert message to users running large searches. Now, Sumac will let
you know when it is conducting a very large search that may take a long time. This new message also
provides you with the option to continue with the long running search, or cancel the search so you
can narrow your scope and continue using Sumac.
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